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The Little Black Book Goes Digital 

 

It’s a Thursday night, and you are on the prowl. All week you saved the skinny jeans that 

make your butt look perfect for this very moment. You indulged in enough wine to be 

content, but not enough to cry about your ex. You donned the perfect amount of eyeliner 

to say, “I’m here to play,” but not enough to say, “I walk the streets as a part time job.” 

You’re confident in yourself, your appearance, and your man-hunting abilities. But you 

can’t quite get a read on the Natty Light-chugging boy-toy you’ve been eyeing all night. 

 

Luckily, the days of mystique in finding a mate are over. You pull your phone out and 

scroll through Lulu. 

 

Lulu is a free mobile app women use to anonymously rate men on their sense of humor, 

first kiss, manners, ambition, commitment level, appearance, and sexual prowess on a 

scale from one to ten. From these categories, a composite score is calculated and 

attributed to each gentleman with a profile.  

 

It connects to your friends list via Facebook, but never posts to your wall, leaving users in 

a position of total anonymity. Also using Facebook, the app identifies each user’s gender, 

and forbids men from rating. 

 

Women mostly use the app to look up reviews of the men on their Facebook friends list, 

but the app also uses location services to find men near the user. In addition, if a lady has 

a particular craving for a certain flavor of man, she can filter her search through several 

categories: age, college, highest score, lowest score, funny guys, hot guys, great kissers, 

sexual panthers, etc.  

 

The popularity of the mobile dating app Lulu has exploded within the female population 

at GW, perpetuating the era of digital dating and extending hookup culture to modern 

fronts. According to Google Play, the app has had between 1 million and 5 million 

downloads thus far. 
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“I think Lulu is stupid, and it should not affect my opinion of a guy, but it does,” said 

freshman Katharine Battaglia, 19, from Chicago. 

 

This seems to be the general consensus among GW’s female population. The app is more 

of a guilty pleasure guide than an official catalogue of all the men on campus.  

 

“I think Lulu is a horrible idea, however I still definitely partake in it,” said Jonna Coran, 

19, a freshman from Oslo, Norway. “People only post on it if they have really bad things 

to say or really good, so it’s not a good judge of the person because people who are in the 

middle aren’t going to say anything, it’s just not worth it.” 

 

Lulu provides the cross-section of the apple before Eve picks it, allowing women to get a 

glimpse of what they’re getting into before there are any consequences. One of the 

features that gives the most intel on a man are the hashtags. 

 

Raters may present a guy as a prize by applying “Best Qualities” hashtags, such as 

“#OpensDoors,” “#CharmedMyPantsOff,” “#GreatListener,” or “#OneWomanMan.” 

However, raters can break a boy down by applying “Worst Qualities” hashtags, such as 

“#AddictedToMirrors,” “#TrustFundBaby,” “#SmokesLikeAChimney,” or 

“#GoneByMorning.” All of the hashtags help girls reviewing a potential mate make a 

quick judgment. 

 

“I think the hashtags hold a lot of truth because even though they’re funny sayings, they 

still tell a lot about a person, and they’re phrases that girls actually use. So even if they 

seem fake, they’re actually more genuine than if someone were to write just a regular 

review,” said Coran. 

 

But how do guys avoid the crazy, jealous, revenge-seeking ex-girlfriend that might give a 

worse review than a vegan reviewing a steakhouse on Yelp? The app allows all users to 
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examine past reviews, so ladies can also vote on its validity by tapping “Hell Yes!” or 

“Hell no!” 

 

However, this is little conciliation to the men that feel they’ve been falsely reviewed on 

Lulu. 

 

“I think it's quite disgusting that females seek council a biased social media app that 

objectifies men,” said Kevin Burchill, 19, a freshman from Martha’s Vineyard. “I have 

been personally victimized by the dating application that is Lulu.” 

 

Other men revel in their reviews, taking it as a personal victory. 

 

“I’ve seen quite a few of my reviews…” started Brendan North, 20, a sophomore from 

Duxbury, Massachusetts before Battaglia, his girlfriend, interrupted, “Oh my god, don’t 

quote him on that.” 

 

However, with the app comes a double standard. The GW community seems to think that 

if a reciprocal app existed, one where men review women, it would be considered 

offensive. 

 

“I used to have Lulu downloaded on my phone, but then I deleted because I thought that 

if there were an app for guys rating girls, I would be disgusted,” said Battaglia.  

 

Even men recognize the double standard. 

 

“It’s a perfectly reasonable idea and the app itself is fun in nature, it’s light hearted,” said 

Marin Lucic, 19, a freshman from Atlanta, Georgia. “I’ve seen my own profile and 

haven’t taken offense to it, but I think that it would be a whole different ballgame if there 

were one for women by men.”  

 

Founder Alexandra Chong, is quoted on the Lulu website saying, “We created Lulu to 
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unleash the value of girl talk and to empower girls to make smarter decisions on topics 

ranging from relationships to beauty and health.” 

 

Thus far, Chong has achieved this goal within the GW community.  


